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Abstract

Magnetoelectric (ME) heterostructures can exhibit magnetic and ferroelectric ordering 

temperatures with large ME coupling at room temperature (RT) compared to the single-phase 

multiferroic materials. We synthesized Pb(Fe0.5Nb0.5)O3(PFN)/Ni0.65Zn0.35Fe2O4(NZFO) 

/Pb(Fe0.5Nb0.5)O3(PFN)/Ni0.65Zn0.35Fe2O4(NZFO)/Pb(Fe0.5Nb0.5)O3(PFN) multilayer 

heterostructures having dimensions 40/10/40/10/40 nm. High quality epitaxial growth of these 

heterostructures has been confirmed via X-ray diffraction (XRD) and selected area electron 

diffraction patterns (SAED). These nanostructures show well saturated polarization (~ 52 

µC/cm2) and magnetization (~ 62 emu/cm3) at RT. The magnetic and ferroelectric transitions 

occur well above RT. These heterostructures exhibit relaxor behavior and undergo a 2nd order 

ferroelectric phase transition. Magnetodielectric measurements show significant coupling 

between the magnetic and electrical order parameters at RT. These characteristics of these 

heterostructures make them suitable as potential candidates for ultra-low power memory, 

spintronics, and different multifunctional (micro)nanoscale device applications.

*Authors to whom correspondence to be addressed. Electronic mail:  
dhirenkumarp@gmail.com (Dhiren K. Pradhan), prack@utk.edu (Philip D. Rack).
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Introduction

Multiferroic (MF) materials are an important class of multifunctional materials which exhibit 

two or more primary ferroic orderings such as ferroelectricity, ferro(antiferro/ferri) magnetism, 

ferroelasticity, and ferrotoroidicity in the same phase.1-5 The coexistence of ferroic order 

parameters lead to cross coupling between them so that one ferroic property can be controlled 

and switched with the conjugate field of the other. The coupling between the magnetic and 

ferroelectric orderings is known as magnetoelectric (ME) coupling which is very important in 

terms of fundamental physics and device application point of view.1-6 This coupling permits 

the control and switching of magnetization by an electric field and ferroelectric polarization by 

a magnetic field.1, 2, 6 The quest for ME materials operated at room temperature remains of keen 

interest for their potential applications in ideal ultralow power and high-density memory, 

spintronics, magnetic field sensors, and other multifunctional devices.6-11 Electric and magnetic 

properties of solids are usually considered independently as magnetism is related to spins and 

orbital motions of electrons, whereas ferroelectricity results from ion displacements and center 

of gravity of electrons.1, 2, 12, 13 Despite the apparent incompatibility between the magnetic and 

electrical properties, some families of materials exhibit multiferroicity in a single phase.1, 12 

The single-phase materials discovered to date have magnetic transition temperatures below 

room temperature and lead to lower ME coupling. Other room temperature single phase 

multiferroics exist in nature have higher leakage current and thus lower ME coupling.1, 2, 14, 15 

Recently Intel designed magnetoelectric spin orbit (MESO) logic device which operates via 

ME effect and inverse Rashba–Edelstein effect. This device exhibits 10 to 30 times higher 

switching energy, 5 times lower switching voltage and 5 times higher logic density than the 

current CMOS based devices. In this MESO logic devices.6, 9 Bi1-xLaxFeO3 has been used as 

multiferroic material, which has several drawbacks such as high leakage current and low ME 

coupling at RT.16 Hence the drive to search for suitable ME material with large ME coupling 

at RT continues. To observe robust ME coupling and higher operating temperature (TC) above 

room temperature ME composites have been envisioned. 14, 15, 17-19

            Different systems such as (i) ferroelectric (FE) - ferromagnetic (FM) /antiferromagnetic 

(AFM)/ferrimagnetic composites (ii) MF-FE composites, (3) MF-MF, and (4) MF-

FM/AFM/Ferrimagnetic composites have been designed to produce strong ME coupling at 

RT.14, 15, 17-19 In 1972 van Suchtelen reported that in MF composites, ME coupling is a product 

tensor property, which arises from the interaction among the order parameters of the constituent 

phases.20 By appropriate design of different composite architectures such as: (i) FE-FM 

particulate composites (ii) FE and FM horizontal multilayer heterostructures (iii) vertical 
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nanostructures (magnetic nanorods in FE matrix) (iv) hybrid composite structures, ME 

coupling and other functionalities can be tailored.14, 19, 21 Among the above composite 

architectures, epitaxial MF oxide multilayer heterostructures having alternate FE and FM 

layers with atomically sharp interfaces can lead to large ME coupling and enhanced 

functionalities.22-25 Multiple interfaces in oxides can provide unique opportunities for the 

coupling between spin, charge, lattice, and orbital degrees of freedom, which can lead to new 

functional properties and quantum states.14, 22-31 While choosing the FE and magnetic 

candidates for heterostructures, priority should be given to the chemical stabilities and their 

behavior at the interface to prevent intermixing that may lead to decreasing of the coupling 

between the order parameters.14, 22, 32, 33 The large ME coupling observed in heterostructures is 

due to the cross interaction between the FE and magnetic phases via (i) lattice strain (ii) 

exchange bias (spin exchange) and (iii) charge coupling (interfacial electronic 

reconstruction).15, 19, 22-24, 29, 34, 35 In strain-mediated ME coupling, the FE material induces strain 

through piezoelectric and/electrostrictive effects, and the induced strain transmits to the 

magnetic phase. The developed strain in the magnetic component modulates the magnetic order 

parameters and magnetic anisotropy via piezomagnetism and/magnetostriction.14, 19, 29, 36 ME 

coupling due to spin exchange, so called exchange bias effect, couple the spins of a FM and 

the uncompensated AFM multiferroic at the interface.6, 15, 22, 24, 37,34 In charge-mediated ME 

coupling, the bound charge at the FE interface modulate the charge carrier density of the 

magnetic layer via a field effect.22, 24, 25, 35 The magnetic order parameters can also be tuned by 

suitable modification of (i) the magnetic anisotropy (due to spin-orbit coupling) (ii) 

magnetization (local spin amplitude) and (iii) exchange constant.22-25,30 When choosing the 

materials for ME composites, the FE candidate should have high FE transition temperature, 

high polarization, high piezoelectric (electrostriction) coefficients, low loss tangent and the 

magnetic material should exhibit high magnetic curie temperature, high magnetization, high 

piezomagnetic (magnetostriction) coefficient with high resistivities.15, 19, 22-24, 29

            Various experimental and theoretical studies have been reported that exhibit strong ME 

coupling for several thin film heterostructures. Different heterostructures such as BiFeO3 

/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 bilayer, Ni0.5Mn0.35In0.15/Pb0.96La0.04(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 bilayer, Ni/ 

Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) bilayer, PbZr0.57Ti0.43O3/NiFe2O4 bilayer, 

PFN/NZFO/PFN trilayer, PbZr0.57Ti0.43O3/CoFe2O4 multilayers, BaTiO3/BiFeO3/BaTiO3 

trilayer, PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 multilayers, Ba0.7Sr0.3TiO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 multilayers 

and superlattices, and BaTiO3/CoFe2O4 multilayers show strong ME coupling and operate 

above RT.22, 29, 34, 37-45
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             To induce strong ME coupling above RT, we have grown asymmetric epitaxial 

multilayer heterostructures of PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN. Because multiple interfaces in 

oxide heterostructures can provide outstanding opportunities for the coupling between spin, 

charge, lattice, and orbital degrees of freedom, which can lead to new functional properties and 

quantum states. 14, 22-31 In these asymmetric heterostructures, the NZFO (~ 10 nm) layer are 

kept much thinner than the PFN (40 nm) layer to minimize the leakage current and to withstand 

high electric field as NZFO is less resistive than PFN. The epitaxial nature with well-defined 

interfaces of MF and FM layers should lead to strong ME coupling between the FE and 

magnetic layers due to high mechanical strain transmission. PFN is chosen as the bulk ceramics 

of PFN exhibits FE TC above RT (379-385 K), high dielectric permittivity, low dielectric loss 

with interesting ferroelectric, piezoelectric, magnetic, and ferroelastic properties. 18, 29,46, 47  

NZFO is chosen as the bulk ceramics of NZFO has a magnetic TC ~ 663 K, high magnetization 

and magnetostriction, low leakage current with good structural, chemical, and thermal 

stability.18, 29, 48-50 The physical properties of PFN and NZFO ceramics in detail have been 

reported elsewhere.18, 29, 48-50 PFN thin film shows a ferroelectric TC ~ 400 (+/- 5) K, and weak 

ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic ordering with excellent piezoelectric and 

ferroelectric(saturation polarization (Ps) ~ 57 µC/cm2)  properties at RT. 50, 51 NZFO thin films 

exhibit a magnetic TC ~ 710 K with large saturation magnetization and low coercive filed at 

RT. 52Hence, strong ME coupling, enhanced ferroelectric and magnetic properties with both 

the TC well above RT can be realized in these multilayer heterostructures.

             Here we report the structural, morphology, scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM), piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), dielectric, ferroelectric, magnetic, and ME 

properties of the above mentioned multilayer heterostructures.

Experimental Details

We synthesized 1-inch diameter PFN and NZFO ceramic targets by standard solid-state 

reaction methods. The detailed synthesis procedure, conditions and other physical properties 

of both the compounds are reported elsewhere.48, 49 PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN asymmetric 

multilayer heterostructures were synthesized on LaNiO3 buffered LSAT 

((LaAlO3)0.3 (Sr2AlTaO6)0.7) substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) having an excimer 

KrF laser of wavelength ~ 248 nm.  First, we grew a 70 nm layer of LaNiO3 at 700 °C in an 

oxygen partial pressure of 200 mTorr then annealed these films at 700 °C for 30 minutes in 
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300 Torr of oxygen atmosphere. Each PFN and NZFO layer was grown at 600 °C at an oxygen 

partial pressure ~ 20 mTorr and ~ 150 mTorr, respectively; oxide growth under a modest 

oxygen partial pressure is necessary to maintain the oxygen stoichiometry.  The energy density 

of the laser was kept fixed ~ 1.5 J/cm2 during the deposition of both layers. Finally, the 

multilayer heterostructures were annealed at 700o C for 30 minutes in 300 Torr oxygen and 

then cooled to RT. Each layer of PFN and NZFO were confirmed to be 40 and 10 nm, 

respectively, with a total heterostructure thickness of ~ 140 nm. 

                 The phase formation and phase purity of PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN 

heterostructures were examined by using high resolution XRD with CuK radiation (  = 

1.5405 Å). The XRD patterns were captured at a scan rate of 0.5 o/min in a wide scan angle 

(2θ) of 20-80o. Then we measured the thickness of the heterostructures using a profilometer 

(XP-200) and Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM). For STEM imaging, we 

prepared the lamellae from the heterostructure using Focused ion beam (FIB). Then the 

lamellae were transferred to a 3 mm copper-mesh grid coated with carbon using a glass needle 

along with a micromanipulator using an optical microscope. Images of the multilayer 

heterostructures were recorded utilizing a STEM (Philips CM 200 (FEG)) operated ~ 200 kV 

using a HAADF (high-angle annular dark-field) detector. We performed Piezoresponse Force 

Microscopy (PFM) measurements on the heterostructures to check the domain structure and 

observe electrotechnical switching. The frequency dependence of piezoresponse of the sample 

was measured by Band Excitation (BE) technique.53  The heterostructures were pasted on a 

circular metallic plate by using silver paint, which act as bottom electrode for the experiments 

and was grounded. All the PFM measurements were carried out using cantilevers (Budget 

Sensors ElectriMulti75- G) having force constant (k) ∼ 1 N/m with a free resonance of ∼75 

kHz with a multimode atomic force microscope (Veeco) assembled with a Nanonis SPM 

controller. Data Acquisition (DAQ) cards (National Instruments) were used for the acquisition 

and generation of signal and for the BE experiments. All the PFM experiments were performed 

at a fixed ac voltage amplitude of ~ 3 V, whereas the scanning voltage used for the hysteresis 

measurements ranges from -10 V to +10 V. All the PFM measurements were carried out in a 

wide frequency range of 260-360 kHz with a central frequency of ~ 310 kHz. For dielectric 

and ferroelectric measurements, Pt top electrodes of thickness ~ 40 nm and area ~ 80 m2 were 

deposited by DC sputtering. Temperature dependent dielectric properties were measured at 

different frequencies (1 kHz – 1 MHz) in a large temperature range (200 - 700 K) utilizing an 

HP4294A impedance analyzer at a fixed ac voltage amplitude of ~ 100 mV. The temperature 
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was precisely controlled with the help of a programmable controller (MMR K-20).  Electric 

field dependent polarization (P-E hysteresis) loops were recorded at RT using a ferroelectric 

tester (Radiant Technologies Inc.). We performed the temperature and magnetic field 

dependence of dc magnetization measurements of these heterostructures with a Dynacool 

physical property measurement system (PPMS).  Magnetodielectric measurements were 

performed utilizing a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and an HP4294A impedance 

analyzer.

Results and discussion

Structural Characterization

The schematic diagram of PFN /NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN multilayer heterostructures is shown 

in Fig. 1(a). 

             First, we examined the crystallinity, phase purity, and crystal structure of PFN 

/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN multilayer heterostructures grown on LNO deposited LSAT substrate 

by recording XRD pattern at RT (Fig. 1(b)). PFN, NZFO, and LSAT/LNO (overlapped) 

diffraction peaks are assigned with symbols *, $, and #, respectively. The XRD pattern exhibits 

the presence of only the (00l) diffraction peaks of substrate, LNO, PFN, and NZFO in a wide 

range of X-ray scans angle (20- 80°) indicating that these heterostructures are highly c-axis 

oriented in nature. The epitaxial nature of the heterostructures will be discussed in 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) section. There are no secondary phases and 

pyrochlore phases (which occurs due to lead deficiency) in the XRD pattern confirming the 

growth of phase pure samples. PFN and NZFO diffraction peaks correspond the monoclinic 

and cubic (inverse spinel) crystal structure, respectively.54 We have computed the effective 

strain of the heterostructures at different interfaces, as strain can strongly influence the physical 

properties including ME coupling. The LSAT substrate has the lattice parameter (a) ~ 3.868 Å 

with cubic crystal structure and LNO has a= 3.838 Å. The effective misfit strain () due to LNO 

on LSAT is found to be ~ 0.78 % (in-plane tensile strain). The lattice parameter of NZFO is ~ 

8.368 Å, hence it is possible that it sits on  the top of four unit cells of PFN (a= 4.015 Å) while 

the growth of NZFO on PFN and four unit cell of PFN on one unit cell of NZFO during the 

growth of PFN on NZFO.52, 54 We carefully checked the diffraction peak positions of PFN and 

NZFO in this XRD pattern and compared to their respective bulk peaks.  We found that all the 

PFN peaks in the heterostructures are shifted towards lower angle whereas the NZFO (400) 
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peak is shifted towards lower angle compared to their stress-free bulk 2 values.  PFN and 

NZFO layers experiences effective misfit strain of ~ 0.66 % and 0.22 %, respectively. In 

addition to these strains, these heterostructures exhibit different compressive and tensile strains 

at different interfaces in these heterostructures including the substrate and bottom electrodes.36

 

TEM Studies

TEM is a useful technique to obtain structural and spectroscopic information of various 

heterostructures fabricated by two or more different materials, and the atomic mismatch, 

orientation or substitution in the interlayer at the atomic level.23, 28, 30, 35, 55 Therefore, TEM was 

used in this study to collect the information on the crystal structure, local chemical composition 

, and strain distribution. 23, 28, 30, 35, 55 Detailed EDS analysis was also done using the TEM (Fig. 

S2 in the supplementary material). The cross-sectional samples of the 

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructure was cut across the center of the structure using a 

focused ion beam. Fig. 2(a) is a cross-sectional high resolution TEM image of a (00l) - oriented 

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures deposited on LSAT substrates along with LNO 

buffered layer, wherein the PFN and NZFO layers appear as dark and bright bands, 

respectively. The cross-sectional TEM image recorded at higher resolution is also shown in 

Fig. S1 (supplementary material). The thickness of the individual layers was measured, and the 

heterostructures exhibit two ~10 nm NZFO layers sandwiched between three ~ 40 nm PFN 

layers with a total film thickness of ∼ 140 nm.  Both oxide layers in this heterostructure showed 

excellent crystallinity and sharp interfaces with no sign of any amorphous interfacial 

layers.  The SAED patterns were recorded corresponding to five layers shown in Fig. 2(b) and 

confirms the epitaxial growth of the layers along (00l) direction consistent with the XRD data. 

From the SAED pattern, the lattice spacing for PFN and NZFO were computed and found to 

be well matched with the values calculated from the XRD pattern. STEM-EDS were utilized 

to study the chemical composition of all individual elements in the heterostructure (Fig. S2 in 

the supplementary material). 

Scanning Probe Microscopic Studies

We examined the surface morphology to probe the quality of thin film growth of the 

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures by capturing the Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM) images on a ~ 3 × 3 μm2 scanning area in a contact mode at RT (Fig. 3 (a)). The surface 

of these heterostructures are observed to be homogeneous and smooth without any 
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microcrack/holes and the grains are densely packed. We observed the average roughness 

around 1.5 nm.  

           We carried out the PFM spectroscopy experiments of the PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN 

heterostructures to study the polarization switching and ferroelectricity at the nanoscale (Fig. 

3(b,c,d)).56, 57 PFM measures the strain (electromechanical response) of the FE materials 

utilizing the piezoelectric effect when a dc voltage and an ac excitation voltage is applied to 

the AFM. Fig. 3(b) shows a 8× 8 μm2 PFM phase image after poling with a probe bias of +6 V 

over a 3×3 μm2 and -6 V over a 5×5 μm2. It can be clearly seen that the PFM phase reversal 

after poling is 180o. The negative and positive poled area show significant and reversible phase 

contrast (out-of-plane) above ± 6 V which suggests re-orientation of the ferroelectric 

polarization. The observed  phase inversion in this case by applying DC bias could not be ruled 

out because of the local surface charging due to injection of charge along with electrostatic 

forces on the tip, which in turn shifts the electrostatic forces on the voltage axis.53, 56, 58 We 

examined the phase of negative and  positive poled area and observed the phase flipping, which 

indicates that the observed effect is intrinsic. We also measured the phase and amplitude loops 

as a function of DC bias (Fig. 3(c)). We observed a 180o phase flipping in the phase hysteresis 

loop and butterfly amplitude loops with its minimum at ~ ± 5 V (coercive field); these 

signatures suggest these heterostructures are ferroelectric. To further elucidate the polarization 

switching characteristics of the poling experiments is not due to extrinsic effects, piezoresponse 

measurements were done as a function of tip voltage in the on-field (when the VDC on) and off- 

field (immediate after switching off VDC) modes shown in Fig. 3(d). We observed significant 

piezoresponse in both the regimes. We calculated the values of coercive fields (V+, V-) and 

remanent piezoresponse (R+, R-) from the off-field piezoresponse loop measured for cycle 2 

and found them to be V+ ~ + 5.56 V, V- ~ - 3.95 V, R+ ~ 0.68, and R- ~ 0.54. This observation 

coupled with poling experiments suggests the existence of intrinsic ferroelectric behavior in 

our heterostructures and shows that there is a monodomain structure. We also performed bulk 

characterization techniques to further confirm the ferroelectric character as explained below. 

 

Dielectric and Ferroelectric Properties

We performed temperature dependent dielectric measurements at different frequencies to probe 

the ferroelectric ordering temperature, nature of ferroelectric transition, and loss tangent of the 

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures (Fig. 4(a,b)). The typical polar dielectric nature 

of the material has been observed where the dielectric permittivity decrease with increase in 

the frequencies.59 The dielectric permittivity slowly increases with temperature up to 450 K, 
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then increases rapidly up to the ferroelectric TC (phase transition temperature) then decreases 

with further increase in the temperature. The temperature dependent dielectric spectra show 

broad maxima (except 1 kHz) along with the frequency dependent dielectric dispersions (Fig. 

4(a)). These heterostructures exhibit diffuse phase transition behavior, moreover the 

diffuseness of the phase transition increases with increase of frequency. The ferroelectric TC is 

found to shift towards higher temperatures with an increase of frequency and the dielectric 

spectra above the TC merge with each other regardless of the frequency. This temperature 

dependent dielectric behavior is typical for relaxor type ferroelectrics.60, 61 

           From the temperature dependent dielectric spectra, the diffuseness of ferroelectric phase 

transition can be explained using modified form of Curie - Weiss law represented by 60, 62

                                                                   (1)
1
𝜀𝑟

―
1

𝜀𝑚
=  

(𝑇 ― 𝑇𝑐)𝛾

𝐶

                                                                            (2)𝐶 = 2𝜀𝑚  

Where εr= dielectric permittivity, C= Curie constant, To= Curie temperature, T = absolute 

temperature, TC = ferroelectric phase transition temperature, εm= maximum value of dielectric 

permittivity at TC, C= modified Curie Wiess constant, δ = diffuseness parameter and γ = degree 

of diffuseness. The value of γ generally varies from 1 to 2, for normal ferroelectrics γ=1, 

whereas for relaxor ferroelectrics γ value is close to 2.60, 62, 63 To check whether these 

heterostructures exhibit normal or relaxor ferroelectric behavior, we have fit the experimental 

data with equation (1) for 100 kHz (Fig. 4(b)). The values of γ were obtained from the slope of 

the graphs and δ values from the intercept of the curve based on:60, 62, 63, 64

                                                                         (3)𝛿 = (𝑒 ―𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡

2𝜀𝑚 )1/𝛾

Figure 2 represents the variation of   as a function of  at a frequency of 𝑙𝑛(1
𝜀𝑟

―
1

𝜀𝑚) 𝑙𝑛(𝑇 ― 𝑇𝑚)

100 kHz as representative of all the frequencies.  The value of γ is determined to be 1.89 for 

100 kHz and varies from 1.57 to 1.96 for the frequencies 1 kHz to 1 MHz. The higher value of 

γ, suggests more phase transition diffuseness with relaxor behavior. We obtained the value of 

δ ~ 83.84 K for 100 kHz. This high diffusive parameter (δ) might be due to the strain 

experienced at different interfaces and mechanical coupling of the ferroelectric and magnetic 

layers. Different FE/FM composite structures have shown diffuse phase transition/relaxor type 

behavior.29, 50 To further confirm this diffusive phase transition behavior, we have calculated 
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the degree of deviation (ΔTm) from normal Curie Wiess law using the following equation62, 64 
63, 65

                                          (4)∆𝑇𝑚 = 𝑇𝑐𝑤 ― 𝑇𝑚

Where TCW is the temperature where the dielectric permittivity starts to follow the curie Wiess 

law and the x-intercept of the 1/εr vs. T gives the Curie temperature value (TC). The value of 

ΔTm is 46 K for 100 kHz, which suggests broad relaxation behavior and further confirms the 

diffuseness of the phase transition and the relaxor ferroelectric nature of these heterostructures.

           The variation of inverse of dielectric permittivity as a function of absolute temperature 

is useful to discern the order of the FE to paraelectric (PE) phase transition.18, 66, 67

For a first order FE phase transition, when the Curie temperature approaches from below TC 

the functionality follows:18

1
𝜀𝑟

= 8𝛽(𝑇𝑐 ― 𝑇) +
3𝛾2

4𝛿 , 𝑇→𝑇 ― 
𝐶                 (5)

and when Curie temperature approaches from above TC:

1
𝜀𝑟

= 𝛽(𝑇 ― 𝑇𝑐) +
3𝛾2

16𝛿, 𝑇→𝑇 + 
𝐶                   (6)

For second order phase transition,
1
𝜀𝑟

= 𝛽(𝑇 ― 𝑇𝑐), 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐   &  
1
𝜀𝑟

= 2𝛽(𝑇𝑐 ― 𝑇), 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑐                (7)

where TC is the FE to PE transition temperature. Here β, δ, and γ are the coefficient in the 

Gibbs’s free energy expansion.

                  The derivative

 changes from ξ = β above TC to ξ = 2β below TC for 2nd order phase transition.
18, 66 ξ =

∂
∂𝑇( 1

𝜀𝑟(𝑇))
Thus for the determination of the of order of the phase transition, ξ (T) is important. As an 

example, we have plotted 1/ε versus T (left panel of Fig. 4(b)) and ξ (T) versus T (right panel 

of Fig. 4(b)) for 100 kHz as space charge and interfacial polarization effects at low temperature 

can be avoided.59 For high temperature PE phase (T > 650 K), ξ ≈ ~1.9343× 10-5 K-1 and lower 

temperature FE phase (T < 450 K), ξ = -2.5209×10-5 K-1 and is independent of temperature. 

The value of ξ ≈ 0 corresponds to the ferroelectric TC and for 100 kHz it is ~ 574 (+/- 5) K. 

Close to the phase transition temperature, T ≈ 570 K, the derivative changes from ζ1= -3.93× 

10-7 K-1 to ξ ≈ (4.6095× 10-7 K-1) at T ≈ 580 K and the derivative ratio (ζ2/ ζ1 ) is found to be = 

-1.17. The change in the derivative ratio of -1.17 suggests these heterostructures undergo a 2nd 

order phase transition.18, 66, 67 
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                 PFN bulk ceramics exhibits FE TC ~379-385 K, whereas PFN thin films have a 

ferroelectric TC ~ 400, (+/- 5) K (at 100 Hz),51 however we observe an increase in the 

ferroelectric TC in these heterostructures, which might be due to the strain developed at 

different interfaces; shifts of hundred degrees in ferroelectric TC in strained thin films has been 

reported previously.36 It is theoretically predicted that the FE TC can be increased to a maximum 

value about 4 times higher than that of the parent FE compound with increasing the 

concentration of magnetic material.68 The coupling between the spins and charge at different 

interfaces can also shift the FE TC.22, 24, 33

                 The tan  (loss tangent) as a function of frequency of the multilayer heterostructures 

was measured at RT (inset of Fig. 4(a)).  The tan   value is found to be low and nearly constant 

up to 100 kHz then increases at higher frequency. The low loss tangent at RT makes these 

heterostructures suitable for many device applications.

                 We measured the electric field dependent polarization hysteresis loop of the 

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures at a frequency of 5 Hz at RT to investigate 

whether bulk ferroelectricity exists (Fig. 4(c)). The heterostructures exhibit highly resistive 

behavior and can withstand very high electric field. We observed well saturated ferroelectric 

heterostructures with saturation polarization (Ps) ~ 52 (+/-0.5) µC/cm2, remnant polarization 

(Pr) ~ 29 (+/-0.5) µC/cm2 and the coercive electric field (Ec) ~ 189.5 (+/-5) kV/cm. Pure PFN 

ceramics and thin films exhibit Ps ~ 30 µC/cm2  and 57 µC/cm2   respectively.46, 51 The slight 

decrease of Ps in these heterostructures compared to pure PFN thin films might be due to the 

insertion of lower resistive NZFO layers. We observed a small asymmetry along the E-field 

axis, which might be due to the asymmetries between the LNO bottom electrode and the Pt top 

electrodes.69 The asymmetry is also observed in the amplitude butterfly loop in the PFM 

measurements. Summarily, ferroelectric characteristics in these heterostructures are confirmed 

with the bulk and nanoscale measurements.

Magnetic Properties

The ferroelectric ordering temperature of PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures has 

been observed above RT. To verify the multiferroicity in these heterostructures above RT we 

studied the temperature (T) and magnetic field (H) dependence of magnetization (Fig. 5(a,b)). 

Note that all the magnetic measurements were carried out in the in-plane configuration. 

Magnetization (M) as a function of T (M(T)) measurements were done in ZFC (zero field 

cooled) and FC (field cooled) by applying a dc magnetic field of ~ 0.1 T (Fig. 5(a)). No 
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significant bifurcation between FC and ZFC curves are observed as the applied magnetic field 

is larger than the coercive field of these nanostructures. We found the magnetization 

systematically decreases with increasing temperature and disappears above 600 K. We find the 

ferro(ferri) magnetic – paramagnetic TC (transition temperature) of these heterostructures is ~ 

585 (+/-10) K. Fig. 5(b) shows the H dependent magnetization (M(H)) measured at various 

temperatures. Initially the magnetization increases rapidly with up to 1.5 T then the slope 

decreases until it finally saturates completely. The magnetization decreases with increasing 

temperature. We observe perfectly saturated magnetization along with very low coercive field 

(Hc) for all temperatures indicating ferrimagnetic like behavior. The saturation magnetization 

(Ms) of these heterostructures at RT is ~ 62 (+/-1) emu/cm3. The M(H) loops recorded at ~ 700 

K clearly indicates no magnetization above TC. 

           PFN thin films and single crystals exhibit antiferromagnetic ordering below 170 - 200 

K, however antiferromagnetic behavior below 150 K17 and weak ferromagnetic ordering of 

PFN ceramics above RT has also been reported.29, 70-74 Previously, we observed weak 

ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic ordering in pure PFN thin films above RT and the 

ferrimagnetic - paramagnetic TC of pure NZFO thin films ~ 713 K.52 Here we observe enhanced 

magnetic TC and magnetization of these heterostructures compared to PFN. This might be due 

to the coupling of the spins of NZFO and PFN at different interfaces and the strain developed 

due to lattice mismatch between different layers.22, 24, 69 Magnetic TC of the composite 

structures can be changed significantly if the magnetic material has negative values of 

magnetostriction (λ).68 As NZFO is magnetostrictive and its parameters are negative (λs ~ -21.0 

×10-6, λ100 ~ - 33.7×10-6, λ111 ~ -13.2 ×10-6), it favors the enhancement of TC.29, 50, 52  It is also 

theoretically studied that the value of polarization can modify the magnetic TC remarkably.68 

The soft magnetic behavior (high Ms and low Hc) of these heterostructures make them suitable 

for different kinds of spintronic devices as low magnetization is desirable for low external field 

switching.11, 54, 75

Magnetoelectric Coupling Properties

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures display both the FE and magnetic TC well above 

RT along with high magnetization and high polarization. We measured the parallel capacitance 

(Cp) of these multilayer heterostructures in a wide range of frequency (100 Hz – 1 MHz) at 

different static magnetic fields of ~ 0.5 and 1 T (Fig. 6)  at RT to verify the existence of cross 

coupling between magnetic and electrical order parameters.76  We find a significant decrease 

in capacitance with increasing magnetic field. The variation of capacitance with magnetic field 
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is found to be higher at lower frequency, which might be due to the absence of some types of 

polarizations dynamics (out of electronic, dipolar, space-charge/interfacial, and ionic 

polarization) at higher frequencies.59  We computed the magneto-capacitance (MC %) of these 

nanostructures at different magnetic fields at selected frequencies (inset of Fig. 6). The MC % 

of these heterostructures at 1 kHz are found to be ~ - 2.69 and - 4.11 with the applied static H 

of 0.5 and 1 T respectively. The change of MC % is found to be less in the case of 1 T applied 

field compared to 0.5 T, which might be due to the nature of magnetic field dependence of 

magnetostriction.14 

           The ME coupling observed in our case might be due to different coupling mechanisms. 

First, strain developed (a) at different interfaces due to lattice mismatch and (b) by applying 

electric/ magnetic field because of inverse piezo electric/magnetic effect. The strain induced in 

the magnetic layer by the applied H transmits to the FE layers via the interface and by the 

piezoelectric effect, the strain changes the electrical order parameters. In these epitaxial 

heterostructures with sharp interfaces, the mechanical coupling among the FE and magnetic 

phases is notably strong due to near ideal transmission of mechanical strain.19, 22, 29, 30, 33 The 

second reason for ME coupling is due to spin coupling between the MF (PFN) and magnetic 

(NZFO) layers, which causes the ionic displacement in both phases.  Upon FE switching the 

interatomic distance between the magnetic cations at the interface is modified, which leads to 

a change in the exchange interaction and consequently couple the ferroic order parameters.22, 

24, 34 The third reason might be the charge coupling at the interface. The bound charge at the 

FE interface modifies the charge carrier density significantly in the magnetic layers via charge 

screening. This type of coupling avoids structural distortions and are reversible and non-

volatile. In the solid state, charge density is an important fundamental quantity, as it can tune 

the electronic and magnetic properties of these nanostructures via electrostatic doping.  

Ultimately this enables sensitive control of the magnetic orderings, orbital state, electron 

correlations and transport properties.24, 35, 55, 69, 77

Conclusions

We have successfully synthesized phase pure PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN multilayer 

heterostructures by PLD. The presence of both phases and single crystalline quality has been 

confirmed from XRD and TEM studies. Local and global ferroelectricity in these 

nanostructures was confirmed by PFM and bulk ferroelectric hysteresis loop measurements. 

These multilayer heterostructures exhibit low dielectric loss, large polarization, and 

magnetization values at RT. These multilayer heterostructures exhibit 2nd order ferroelectric 

phase transition. The magnetic and ferroelectric TC are determined to be well above RT. These 
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nanostructures show magnetodielectric coupling suggesting a strong coupling between the 

electrical and magnetic order parameters at RT. These multilayer heterostructures show room 

temperature multiferroicity along with strong magnetodielectric coupling, hence can be used 

in different (micro)nanoscale electronic, memory, and spintronic devices. This research will 

pave a path towards designing of new multilayer heterostructures to achieve large ME coupling 

at RT for envisioned devices.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram (b) XRD pattern at room temperature of 

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures.

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Cross-sectional high resolution TEM image (b) SAED patterns of 

PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures.

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) AFM topographic map, Band  excitation PFM (b) phase image, (c) 

off-field phase (left panel)  and amplitude (right panel) loop averaged over 5×5  grid of points 

(d) on-field (left panel)  and off-field (right panel) piezoresponse hysteresis loop averaged over 

5×5 grid of points of PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures.

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependent dielectric permittivity at selected frequencies 

(inset: frequency dependent loss tangent at RT) (b) Temperature dependent 1/r (left panel) and 

ξ (right panel) (c) RT Ferroelectric hysteresis loop of PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN 

heterostructures.

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependent magnetization of 
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PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures measured in ZFC and FC regimes with an 

applied static magnetic field of 1000 Oe (b) Magnetic field dependent magnetization (M-H) 

loops of PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures at selected temperatures.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Frequency dependent parallel capacitance at different static magnetic 

field for PFN/NZFO/PFN/NZFO/PFN heterostructures at room temperature.
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Figure 3. Pradhan et al.
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Figure 6. Pradhan et al.
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